As the number of available web services is rapidly increasing, the effective and efficient service discovery and composition becomes a pressing problem for value-added distributed applications. To address this problem, in this paper, we present efficient service discovery and composition algorithms that exploit both syntactic and semantic service descriptions of web services.
Introduction
In this paper, we present our solution submitted to the IEEE CEC/EEE 2006 WS-Challenge [1] where participants are to develop efficient service discovery and composition solutions. This year, solutions need to address both syntactic and semantic matching based on the service descriptions and XML types in WSDL.
The syntactic competition assumes that the matching of services is based on the string equivalence of parameter names of the input and output messages of a service. On the other hand, the semantic competition adopts the idea of so called Semantic Web Services that represent web services with semantic descriptions about the interface and its characteristics. For the semantic description purpose, the competition offers a type hierarchy in XML Schema, and provides type definitions about the input and output parameters of the web services considered. Consequently, the semantic competition extends the matching of parameter names to the matching of parameter types defined by XML Schema type hierarchy.
Although our solutions consider both syntactic and semantic matching together, for the simpler presentation, two matching are discussed in separate sections.
Syntactic Matching
Suppose that a web service, w , has typically two sets of parameters:
for SOAP request (as input) and for SOAP response (as output According to the competition description [1] , all requests in syntactic competition can be satisfied by chaining web services in such a way that a predecessor web service can fully match the successor web service. This fact enables a highly specialized planning algorithm such as forward searching algorithm characterized by -the cost of achieving starting from a state <complexType name="Address"> <sequence> <element name="name" type="string"/> <element name="street" type="string"/> <element name="city" type="string"/> </sequence> </complexType> <complexType name="US-Address"> <complexContent> <extension base="Address"> <sequence> <element name="state" type="US-State"/> <element name="zip" type="positiveInteger"/> </sequence> </extension> </complexContent> </complexType> 
Conclusion
Our solution for WS-Challenge 2006 is presented in this paper. Ours is based on AI planning framework, and is able to address web service discovery and composition based on both syntactic and semantic service descriptions. In future, we will extend the type matching algorithm to adopt more complex methods (e.g., tree isomorphism, tree mapping, or approximate tree edit distance) and ontology matching as in RDF and OWL.
